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Mood Scents - The Power of AI Signature Scents

Experience the power of scent branding

with Mood Scents LLC's affordable, AI-

powered signature scents for small

businesses and individuals.
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-- FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Mood Scents LLC Launches AI-Powered

Signature Scent Branding Solution,

Providing Affordable and Accessible

Services to Small Businesses

Mood Scents LLC is pleased to introduce its innovative and groundbreaking scent branding

service for small businesses. The company's proprietary AI-powered system makes custom-

At Mood Scents, we're using

the power of AI to

democratize scent branding

and make it accessible for

small businesses, allowing

them to create a unique

customer experience

without breaking the bank.”

Loren Gingerich

tailored signature scents accessible and affordable to

businesses of all types, from spas and salons to boutiques

and fitness centers.

On their website, the AI Tailored Scent Branding

Questionnaire takes into account a business's industry,

clientele, demographic, desired mood, and scent

preferences, to generate a formula number and

corresponding Accord notes and fragrance description in

less than five minutes, free of charge. Businesses can then

use their unique formula number to purchase their

custom-tailored signature scent as diffuser oil, candles, or

wax melts through the Mood Scents LLC website.

Mood Scents LLC recognizes the power of scent branding in creating a unique and memorable

customer experience. With the company's innovative service, small businesses can differentiate
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themselves in their industry and

connect with their clients in a

meaningful way.

"Our mission is to help small

businesses stand out by offering a

signature scent that reflects their

brand and enhances their customer

experience," said Loren Gingerich,

founder of Mood Scents LLC. "We

believe that scent branding should be

accessible to all businesses, regardless

of their size, and we are thrilled to

offer this affordable solution."

For more information on Mood Scents

LLC's custom-tailored scent branding

solutions, visit www.MoodScents.net or

email Loren Gingerich at

loren@moodscents.net.
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